
Multi-format case overwrapper 
 

Professionally wrapped finish for CD, DVD, BD & Nintendo cases 

 
Overwrap up to 1200 cases per hour 

 
25 case input hopper capacity 

 
Table-top unit 

 
Low cost investment 

 
Fully transportable 

 

The SpeedWrapper, is an automated, table top, wrapping machine designed for overwrapping CD jewel cases, DVD 
Amaray cases, Blu-Ray cases and Nintendo DS case, at high speed with little user intervention. When your output needs 
the professional edge or simply requires those receiving discs to know they have not been tampered with, wrapping is the 
ultimate solution. The Speedwrapper is an easy to use, cost effective wrapper which provides a neat even case wrap with 
perfect seams time after time. 

The multi-format SpeedWrapper is available in CD or DVD case format. But, whichever version of the SpeedWrapper you 
choose, it can be easily and quickly converted to accommodate other formats such as Blu-ray and Nintendo DS, with the 
appropriate conversion kit. Converting between formats takes just 20 minutes. 

The SpeedWrapper simply needs a power socket and roll of low-cost wrapping sheet to start wrapping cases. Users place 
up to 25 cases in the input hopper and press the start button. Once operating, the unit can wrap up to 1200 cases per hour. 
An optional Upstacker will collect the wrapped media cases and present them in a neat stack or row ready for the operator 
to lift them from the wrapper in one easy movement, saving the operator valuable time. With the use of the upstacker, a 
single operator can simultaneously feed the input hopper and remove the wrapped cases quickly and efficiently. 
 
The SpeedWrapper gives a wrapping finish equal to that of CDs and DVDs found in any retail outlet. Whilst shrink 
wrapping leaves cases with rough, unsightly seams, the SpeedWrapper provides a neatly folded and sealed package. 



 

Warranty 

12 months back to base, all parts and labor included. 
Extended warranties also available. 

 
Verity Systems maintains a policy of continuous improvement and reserves the right to amend this specification without notice. 

 
web: www.veritysystems.com         email:  sales@veritysystems.com           tel: 1-530-626-9363           toll free: 1-800-642-5151 

Model CD Multi -Format SpeedWrapper or DVD Multi-Format SpeedWrapper 

Case Handling: CD Jewel Cases, DVD Cases, Blu-ray cases & Nintendo DS cases  
(dependant on model and conversion kit) 

Throughput: 1200 per hour 

Hopper Capacity: 25 Cases 

Dimensions 
(WxHxD): 

44.5” x 27” x 22.6” 
1130mm x 685mm x 575mm 

Operational 
Voltage: 

110 - 220V AC 50/60Hz (Power requirement 1000VA) 

Net Weight: 330lbs (150kg) 

Weight: 
(packaged) 364lbs (165kg) 

Wrapping Material: Bi-Oriented Polypropylene* (OPP) 

Wrapping 
Dimensions  
(L x W): 

Roll Length: DVD 762m/2500ft; CD/Blu-ray 1500m/4921ft 
Roll Width: DVD 214/8.42”; CD 142.5mm/5.6”; Blu-ray 189-190mm/ 7.4” 
Roll Diameter: DVD 184mm/7.229”; CD & Blu-ray 240mm/9.4”  
(machine will however accept a maximum roll diameter of 300mm) 

Wrapping 
Thickness: 

25 micron 

Quantity of cases 
per roll: 

4800 

 
*Bi-Oriented Polypropylene can be purchased separately from Verity Systems     ** Wrapping material sold in boxes of 2 rolls 

Options 
• EM250 Upstacker: For collecting cases after 

wrapping. Suitable for all case types. 
• Blu-Ray, Nintendo DS, CD & DVD Conversion  

Kits 
 

SpeedWrapper pictured with the optional Up-Stacker  


